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Figure 3.4: Notations for learning rule
)
2. ??????????????????????????????? ( s 2 <Mc
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(a) Overview of the actua-
tors
(b) Photo from the front view of robot
Figure 3.5: Humanoid robot \Synchy"
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Table 3.1: \Synchy" hardware specications
Size (mm) 360(H)  190(W)  133(D)
Weight (kg) 1.3
DOF 16
Motor Type Vstone Servo VS-S092J
CPU Vstone VS-RC003 ARM
Computing unit ROM 512 KB
RAM 40 MB
Type ELECOM UCAM-DLT30H
Pixel count 300K pixels
Camera unit Photoreceptor 1/6 inch CMOS sensor
Maximum resolustion 640  480 pixels


















Figure 3.6: A sample scene for human-robot interaction
(/a//ka/, /a//o/, /mi//do//ri/)???????????????????????
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????????????? sj (j = i) ???????????? 1 ??????
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(a) Behavior for inducing human to vocalize
(b) Behavior for inducing human to show a object
(c) Behavior for inducing human to share a name




























































































(f) Word-Articulation Mapping (pro-
posed)
Figure 3.8: Transitions of learning performance of (a) Articulation-Sound Mapping,
(c) Sound-Word one, and (e) Word-Articulation one without the proposed subjective
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?????N = 2 ???????????????????????? M = 2 ??
???????????????? ( a = s = o = [0; 1]T ) ??a = s = o = [1; 0]T ))
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?????????????????????????????a = s = [0; 1]T ?
? a = s = [1; 0]T ????????????????????????3????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????pV = 0:05??????a ? s ?????
??? ( a = s = [0; 1]T ?? a = s = [1; 0]T )????????????????
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pV , pS, pD ???? pa ?????pa ? 0.0 ?? 1.0 ?? 0.1 ??????????
????????? ? 0.0 ?? 1.0 ?? 0.1 ???????100,000 ??????




(a) Without integrated signal
(b) With integrated signal
Figure 3.9: Observation probability with respec to combinations of three input







?????????????????  = 0:2? = 1:0 ????Fig.3.10?????
?????? ( pa = 1:0 )??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ( 0:2 <= pa < 1:0 )????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
(  )????????????????????????????????????







????????????????????????????? = 1:0 ?????
pa ? 0.0 ?? 0.2 ?? 0.01 ???????????????????? Fig.3.11 ?
????????pa ?????????????????????????????
????0:05 < pa < 0:15 ??????????????????????????
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Figure 3.10: Average probability of predicting corresponding vector by acquired
mappings until 100,000 step with respect to dependency on subjective consistency( 






















Maternal teaching rate pa
Figure 3.11: Average probability of predicting corresponding vector by acquired
mappings until 100,000 step with respect to low maternal teaching rate ( pa ) under
the proposed method (  = 1:0 )
?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? (  = 1:0 )?????????? (99,900
? 100,000????)?????????????????????Fig.3.12????




??????????????????????????????? ( pa < 0:2 )?
??????????????????????????????????????


























Figure 3.12: Average of average subjective consistencies among dierent three map-
pings during nal 100 steps of learning with respect to maternal teaching rate pa:
subjective consistency for external signal (lled squares with solid line), direct pre-
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???? 10 ?????? ? 1.0 ? 0.0 ? 2 ?????????????????
??????????????
???????????????????? Fig.3.13 (a) (b) (c) ???????
????????????????? (  = 0:0 )?????? ((b), (c))????
???????????????????????????????? ((a))???
??????????????????????????????????????
? (  = 1:0 )????????????????????????????-????
????????????????????????????
 = 1:0 ??????????????????? 100 ???????????




































































Figure 3.13: Average transitions of learning performance of (a) articulation-sound
mapping, (b) sound-word one, and (c) word-articulation one with the proposed sub-
jective consistency (  = 1.0 ) and without it (  = 0.0 )
??????????????????????????????????????


























































































Figure 3.14: Average transition of subjective consistency calculating in learning (a)
articulation-sound mapping, (b) sound-word one , (c) word-articulation one: subjec-
tive consistency for external signal (lled squares with solid line), direct prediction
(blank triagle with broken line), and indirect prediction (blank diamond with dash-
dotted line)
??????????????????????????????????????
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(a) An example scene when human and robot
focus the same object
(b) An example scene when human and robot
donot focus the same object
Figure 4.1: Assumed environment of robot that learns words from human
??????????????????????????? (???) Pc ????
??Fig.4.1 (a) ???????????????????????????????
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Figure 4.2: An example of caluculation process of feature vectors
??????????????????????????????????????














4.3.1 ????????: Multimodal LDA
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?? (Fig.4.2)????????? m ?????????????????????
? Wm ????
Mulimodal LDA ????????????Fig.4.3 (a) ????????????
???????????????????????? ????????????
???, m ??????m ??????????????, m ????????
???????????? (?????????)???????????????
????????? zmij ??, 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Figure 4.3: Graphical models of (a) previous method and (b) proposed method for
the word learning of robot. Some notations in (a) are changed from original ones.
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N mijmk +Wmm
(4.4)
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Figure 4.4: The environment in experiment 1
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Corresponding rate P c 
Withou subjective consistencyWith subjective consistency
Figure 4.6: Average F-value in 10 steps with respect to corresponding rate Pc
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Figure 4.7: Input distributions of articial data in experiment 2
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Corresponding rate P c 
Without subjective consistencyWith subjective consistency
Figure 4.8: Average performance of clacssication in 100 steps with respect to
correponding rare Pc
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(a) With out subjective consistency
(b) With subjective consistency
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The numer of iteration
k
k
except category  category  
(b) With subjective consistency
Figure 4.10: Transitions of sampled categories in learning process (a) without pro-
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Corresponding rate P c 
SCs of non-corresponding dataSCs of corresponding data
Figure 4.11: The nal subjective consistency with respect to corresponding rate
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Corresponding rate P c 
Without subjective consistencyWith subjective consistency














Corresponding rate P c 
Without subjective consistencyWith subjective consistency
(b) With data in modality of vs
Figure 4.12: Average performance of clacssication in 100 steps with respect to
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